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Abstract:  The COVID-19 outbreak is a massive compassionate emergency that has also rigorously affected the worldwide economy. 
The rapid and unpredictably broad distraction to businesses around the world has left companies struggling to sustain security and 
business stability. As  businesses/organizations     have shifted to remote functioning to safeguard  their employees while continuing 
to serve their customers. Companies   have moved the majority of their actions to the digital world which leads to the high risk   of 
cyber attacks. There are few  challenges that how to secure this  remote working practices  while ensuring essential business functions 
are operating without any disruption and further how to keep the organization protected from attackers by taking the  advantage of the 
uncertainty of the situation. The research explores the current trends of cyber security threats during the pandemic and further   
highlights the impact of COVID -19 on global business environment and the various types of cyber security challenges have to face 
by business leaders and the individuals with the preventions may be taken organizations to protect the business from the security 
breaches.  

Index Terms: Phishing Attack, ransomware, maze, corona virus, emotet, trickbot, EDR. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Pandemic   which has been really   considered   as   a worldwide cyber pandemic initiated 20 years ago. Till date, cyber crimes    have  
expended exponentially  and multiplied  to every place of  across the globe. A person’s data   is expected to be infected online by 
physical existence in either  any area like Southeast Asia, eastern Europe or Africa. This global cyber epidemic has been accelerated 
speedily by states. Over the past 20 years, cyber capabilities have frightening new mechanism of national power. The COVID-19 
pandemic has altered the way business is done around the world. With mostly remote personnel operating on unsecured networks at 
home, business security players are struggling to control of speedily growing attack areas. Cybercriminals along with the  state-
sponsored highly developed threat groups take advantage of the COVID-19 pandemic for attacking the  networks across the world to 
get the benefit of monetary and  the intentional gain. Between January and March 2020, corona virus-themed phishing allure, various 
malware contamination, network infringement, rip-off, and disinformation battles have become uncontrolled across the clear, 
profound, and murky web. This research  to explore the most prevalent COVID-19 cyber threats: phishing websites and emails, fake 
corona virus mobile apps, malware, ransomware, fraud, and disinformation. It also addresses the criminal and state-sponsored threat 
actors behind these campaigns, the most common types of targets, and network indicators of compromise.  

The FBI look forward to cyber player with the    excessive use of virtual environments by various government sectors, the private 

organizations and individuals due to the impact of COVID-19 pandemic[1]. As Computer systems, Smart phones   and virtual 

environments endow with necessary communication services for remote work and education, in addition to carry out normal business. 

Cyber players take advantage of vulnerabilities in these functional systems for unauthorized access and lift the sensitive or confidential 

information, target the individuals involved in passing data over network and financial transactions performed by industries. A   threat 

of   troublesome and destructive attacks   have been targeted to organizations across industries and geographies by  various targeted 

ransomware incidents.  

Initiation with   simple phishing attacks and hand sanitizer scams now   several predictable threat player have become more active in 
COVID 19. APT36, FIN7, the Maze ransomware group, and several other country state players  are now at the back attacks related to 
the coronavirus pandemic. As sophisticated threat players enter this loop, both the volume and sophistication of the cyber attacks will 
probable increase in future.  
The research suggests the following steps for resistance against these threats:  

• Update the present threat countryside risk measurement based on new budding threats to remote workforce.  
• Intimately supervise collaboration   and remote working platform.  
• Stringently enforce the use of VPNs, security measures like encryption and endpoint security also.  
• Impose strong password policy and   two factor   authentication.  
• Educate the employees and  individuals on the new cyber threat landscape. 
 
II. SECURING THE NEW REALITY IN COVID 19  

There is a transformation in work of individuals due to COVID  and enforced the way organization working culture, the   completion 
of  projects  which might have been of about  a year  duration   now have been motivated  to finish within weeks. Practicality has been 
considered as a  rule, with the acceptance of this reality , business organizations  have taken  the various cyber security risks also  
which might  never have established in other situations. Structured cyber crime clusters have shown themselves merciless and 
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industrial in taking advantage of fear, uncertainty and uncertainty over COVID-19 —deliberately phishing and attack communications 
to build out COVID-19 forged websites and evade. States themselves have personalized their own cyber surveillance strategies.   

The impact of COVID-19 on the universal cyber security marketplace is expected to raise from USD 183.2 billion in 2019 to USD 

230.0 billion by 2021, at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 12.0% during the estimated time. The marketplace expansion 

can be accredited to upward focus on securing remote communications or infrastructure and IP of organizations  due to work from 

home and various  remote service  activities and schedules. For all businesses, the key  focal point  should be  on cyber security instead 

of just as a sustain function to drive the marketplace with a higher holder share for cyber security guidelines and infrastructure. 

2.1 Different types of Cyber Attacks Active in Pandemic COVID 19 

Cyber security is  really becoming a apprehension for organisations that how to sustain the security of data and adopt the new working 

culture in this changed world after observing  the rage of Corona pandemic. This amplified remote working cultures  has now made 

business enterprises with higher  vulnerability  for Cyber threats and attacks. Thus to overcome with   this situation, IT professionals 

of all kind of enterprises   and start-ups are now drawing some additional  cyber security policies for the  to improvement of  their IT 

infrastructure. 

 

2.1.1 Phishing Attacks 

Most of the companies and  organizations of private sectors practicing   this   change in their working culture lately just because of 
COVID-19 pandemic. Remote activities like tele working are increased  .It is  mainly  reliant on E-mail for message communication, 
which  leads to   email fraudulence  activities [3]. 

Cyber criminals are captivating benefit of the COVID pandemic by spreading   the awareness of the Corona as subject  to dodge users 
into enlightening their personal details or clicking on malevolent attachment or links, unintentionally downloading malware to their 
systems[4]. These security breaches  may even pretend to be  with any public or private sectors, health ministries, or any reliable 
sources or figures in any country. Such  emails seems to be  authentic including  logos or brand name  of the particular organisations. 
According to Barracuda Networks , a foremost provider of cloud-enabled security and data protection solutions report[5],  the 
diversified phishing movement are taking benefit of the susceptible centre of attention on COVID-19 to share out malware, whip 
credentials, and cheat users out of money.  
 
The general phishing strategies have been observed for such cyber attacks.  Moreover a large  number of movements are using the 
corona virus to attract and use a trick for  unfocused users to take the benefit of  the fear and uncertainty of their projected victims. 
During March 1 to March 23, the research detected 467,825 email and phishing cases,  out of them 9,116 were associated with  to 
COVID pandemic [6]. The figure 1 shows the analysis of emails sent during Jan. 2020 to May 2020  related with the COVID-19 
threats. 

 

  Figure 1: Analysis of 1 billion emails sent between 1 Jan., 2020 – 1 May, 2020 

“All COVID emails  does not include emails  referencing Coronavirus/COVID-19 in the email body but not in subject area” 

 

While analyzing the threats, it has been observed that   malicious groups generally trust on masquerade tricks like “official” 
communication through HR representative or executive or create the URLs like WHO, CDC etc. looking for the credentials or 

confidential information or financial details. Most  of the time COVID -19 have been used by cyber criminals to build   ransomware 

and threat of phishing. 
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2.1.2 Malicious domains 

For malicious activities over internet related with COVID-19, cyber criminals  registered various domains containing the terms like 

corona-virus, coronavirus, covid-19 and covid19.Although, there may some legitimate websites also. For masquerade and spam drives, 

cyber criminals create thousand numbers of new websites regularly. By taking the benefit of  worldwide communication on COVID 

pandemic, cyber criminals embed the Malware, Trojan and Spyware in interactive corona websites and maps of corona virus.   

 

2.1.2.1 Remcos RAT Malware  

An executable file “CoronaVirusSafetyMeasures_pdf[.]exe.”[7] is dropped as unidentified contamination vector to spread the Remcos 

RAT malware. It persist during the start up key to permit the malware to restart and installs a Remote Access Trojan  as the victim 

start the system again and malware logs the individual’s keystrokes and command IP. Due to COVID -19 spam cases have been 

increased in large number and threaten with COVID -19 in failing to pay a ransom amount.  The demand of ransom  in bitcoin as 

$500 or threat of corona virus in next 72 hours and the emails come  into sight to be sent from the victim’s legitimate account. In most 

of the cases the  IP addresses are of East Asia[7]. Seqrite, a cyber expert on May 18 reported that to target the specific Co-operative 

banks in India, a unknown corona virus based emails were claimed to be from Reserve Bank of India.  

2.1.2.2 Lokibot  

To lift the data  and email credentials like user id and passwords to FTP  server and crypto coin wallets, a another kind of malware 
Lokibot has been activated and distributed in unlike corona pandemic related phishing movements.  

The FortiGuard Labs of Fortinet, a security firm released a report and revealed that the spear-phishing movement is spreading the  
Lokibot , a  email credential stealer by taking the benefit of fear of COVID -19[8]. Spear phishing emails are generated in English 
with abundant grammar and lots of spelling mistakes. The report further highlights that once the  attachment file is opened and 
decompressed , a another file  with the name”DOC.pdf.exe” displayed and if it opened, this file projects the Lokibot within the infected 
system. 

2.1.2.3 Trickbot 

Trickbot initially treated as a Trajan for banking, but now it  has been  re-treated  as one of the  advanced and proficient form of  
malware spreading  around the world. Since the starting of the year 2020, the check points at various location has found at most, 4000 
COVID-19 associated  registered domains globally whereas 13% of them were initiated as malicious and 5% in addition  to found 
suspicious and investigated[9]. It has been observed that Covid –connected domains malicious rate is increasing speedily 

2.1.2.4 Emotet 
 
Emotet permits  cyber attacker to steal confidential details or money of victim’s computer system or mobile device as infected by it. 
In this pandemic situation, Emotet spreading the cyber scams as it is self propagating malware and being used as   dropper to dispense 
ransomware and other malware which will take the hold of the targeted system for stealing the confidential information, execute the 
crypto jacking fiddle or may catch  it for ransom[10]. 
 
 
As a Trojan, Emotet is initially spread through malspam mails which may enter to the victim’s system through various ways. It may 
be malicious link,   malevolent script, document file with macro. Emotet infected emails may associate similar branding design seems 
to be the legitimate mail. It may also persuade  the end users to click the infected files with the use  of attractive  language like Payment 
Details, Invoice Details etc[11]. Emotet is very difficult   to identify as it applies   indescribable techniques to evade detection, as 
dynamic link libraries. The one of the case of phishing movement was   to target the Healthcare  on 22 April, 2020 Emotet  Botnet 
which  shows  the Signs of Life & COVID-19. It has been concluded by DHS that this Emotet malware is one in the majority of 
destructive and costly malware which spreading the infection in all types of organization as public or private, government, individual 
and costing very high to clean up as $1 million per confrontation[12]. 
 

2.1.2.5 Formbook 

Formbook malware with the data stealing capability from the web browsers and number of other applications also. In a research of  

malicious attacks of  COVID –related campaigns, both Trickbot  and Formbook attacks have been seen in a large number, specially 

in May, 2020[11].  An email movement pretending to be the information about the corona virus latest updates from WHO(World 

Health Organiation) is spreading a malware downloader to install the Formbook Trojan to steal the information. This email also 

contains a attachment as ZIP file with a statement from “World Health Organization” and the ZIP file contains the “MY-

HEALTH.PDF” which was attaché for the phishing purpose only. Although it will pretend to  user about the latest update about the 

corona virus statewise. The formbook malware as downloaded to the system put efforts to steal the contents of log, Windows clipboard, 

keystrokes and web browsing data. 
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2.1.2.6 Ransomware  

Another type of malware, ransomware usually encrypts the data and blocks the accessing of  computer system and demand the payment 

to pay to the attacker with deadline sometimes. In case of no payment in time, the data may be lost forever. Different kind of   

organizations, consumers, hospitals, public institutions, medical centres and industries are being under attack by ransomware. Due to 

health disaster they are not  in position to locked out their computers ensures the cybercriminals that victims are interested to pay the 

amount demanded. Sophos, a security firm revealed the analysis on ransomware attacks in May, 2020 including the 5000 IT managers 

accorss the globe. It was observed that more than 50 percents of the surveyed organizations were attacked by ransomware[12]. In U.S, 

the estimated  ransomware cost  of year 20202 could be approx $1.4billion. This number could be increased by adding  the cost of 

downtime and revival by $9 billion in 2020. Approx. $111000 was the average  amount of  ransomware attack on enterprises in Q1 

of year 2020 and $40,000 was average ransom imbursement[13].  

2.1.2.7 Maze Ransomware  

The Maze ransomware generally hits the organizations and companies by infecting the corporate network and computers with 

windows os. It encrypts the data and block to unable the accessing by end user for ransom demand. As the COVID-19 is being speed  

up across the world , the maze ransomware attacks has also increased in various IT companies like Cognizant, Conduent etc. The 

foremost feature of this malware  is that malware creator threaten  to the victims for ransom payment  otherwise the information would 

be released over open network.  Initially some  cyber criminals    had promised to not consider the medical services during this 

pandemic, but few didn’t agreed for it .  Maze attacked the US Law companies, German administration, HMR company. HMR 

company carry out the clinical test and prepare the vaccines for corona virus. On 14th March, 2020 , this company was attacked for 

2,300 patient medical records and on 21st March, 2020, employees details were leaked.[14].  

2.1.2.8 NetWalker Ransomware  

Mailto malicious software (Net Walker Ransomware) was revealed by GrujaRS  and restructured version of Kokoklock malware. The 

main feature of mailto malware is to encrypt the files and reproduce them by renaming   them to make unusable for victim with the 

creator’s mail address and victim’s distinctive ID as extension[15].  The Netwalker group are not hesitating to exploit the COVID -
19 outbreak by infecting the computers of the individuals and entities who are involved in health organizations or health service 

industry. The disillusioned emails sent by this malicious group masquerade themselves to represent associated with corona virus 

disaster but as the recipient click on the attachment file of Excel or Word file, their systems get infected. 

With the subject corona virus, phishing mails were sent with the malevolent attachment with the name “CORONAVIRUS_COVID-

19.vbs” which contained the embedded NetWalker malware execulable file  in starting of March, 2020 to various organizations[16] 

2.1.2.9 Extortion and Fear Tactics Through Ransomware  

The conventional cyber-criminal groups   are still sustained with the art of theft of credit cards and individual information  for a 

simpler approach called cyber extortion. Under this, Victim’s money is demanded instead of stealing it.  Cyber extortion persist to put 

on grip just owing to   millions of dollar criminal business. Regardless of law enforcement   of   governments and healthcare industries, 

could not run away of   its conduit[17]. The cyber attackers are taking   benefit of  people’s fright just about the COVID-19 for ransom 

money. 

2.1.3 Palo Alto Networks Tracks Cloud Threat Landscape 

The researchers have found 1.2 million domain names registered with the keyword associated with the name COVID-19 of Palo Alto 
Network of Unit 42 during 9th March to 26th April, 2020. It was found that approx 86,600 of the briefed domains are malicious. The 
highest figure of malicious domain in United States (29,007) with the trail of  Italy i.e 2,877, Germany -2,564, Russia as 2,456[18]. 

End point security and  unremitting threat scrutinize products are being sold by security retailers as well as PaloAlto Networks to 
prevent employees automatically as they visit such type of malicious domains. In addition to these security instruments, it has been 
observed that employee education regarding cloud based threatening also required as unknown file click could be a malicious 
movement[19] 
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 Figure 2: Malicious Coronavirus Spam (January 1 to March 27, 2020, Source Trend  

Micro) 

 

III. CYBER SECURITY THREATS TO INDIVIDUAL AND BUSINESS ORGANIZATION 

Unfortunately fraudsters have a tendency to wish on unpredicted challenges or events. Due to disruption of  normality  they  look for 
an opportunity which may exploited. Fraudulent activities have significantly increased due COVID-19 pandemic. For most of the 
people life have become very tedious and unusual and more at risk while work from home, financial crisis, future prospects etc. 
Retailers and other businesses are also facing significant uncertainties over cash transactions and revenues, international trades.  

3.1 Individual and Private  Banking Customers  

The private and individual banking customers are   natural aim for cyber criminals. It has been observed that the ‘phishing’ cases 
associated with COVID-19 increased, the emails seems to be from bank for financial help available due to pandemic, but unfortunately 
these mails may contain  suspected malware that are downloaded onto the customer’s computer once clicked the link. Call centres 
frauds are also increased. Proactive actions of bank are making  the customer aware about the security of the system and guiding them 
about the phishing attacks.   

3.2  Challenges of employee remote connection  

However, Banks are not only concerned and strive hard for customers to protect from cyber criminals, the risk has increased for staff 
also. It may be just because of   unintentional consequences of bulk movement of employees to work from home that cyber criminals 
have become more active and phishing mails  and scams have been increased. At the same duration  most of the working family 
members share the same network while doing their official work and download the contents with click invites the malware at their 
system and could take entry in the firm also if the end point security is proper. The eavesdropping or take control of the conversation 
in case of video conferencing also has been increased in this pandemic time. 

3.3 Trader surveillance intermittent 

Trading is the another area where surveillance is required and monitoring as well as recording of   also required as per the regulatory 
guidelines. The other area of surveillance is Trade. According to the regulatory rules, the recording and monitoring of traders call are 
essential. Unfortunately, now Tader’s calls  are unrecorded due work from home and pandemic situtuation. 

The impact of  Corona virus on Trade in India have estimated approx 348 million dollars, according to United Nations report, in 
addition to it the country has been counted among major 15 financial market which have affected due to china’s manufacturing process 
slowdown as disorder of china  international trade[20]. 

 

3.4 Healthcare Sector Challenges 

In COVID-19 pandemic situation, as all hospitals, health care workers, doctors and staff looking after the patients while in other side 
of the world, the cyber criminals are looking for the exploitation of this pandemic outbreak[21]. The healthcare segment have been 
facing the new challenges in COVID-19 pandemic due to strong   data integration and   IT infrastructure. Although it is positive but 
invites the network vulnerable to various types cyber attacks like, ransomeware, email phishing, network data breaches due IT as a 
backbone of healthcare sector now a days. The major target areas are Laboratory management system, Hospital record system, 
Individual health record, radiology information system and email servers. The cyber criminals also focus on endpoint devices which 
involves the patient monitoring kit that are generally connected to the internet.  
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3.5 Manufacturing Industry Challenges 

 

Supply chain security has   major issue of cyber  threats  globally in COVID-19 outbreak. The supply chain integral process mainly 
dependent on data process by suppliers or services provided them. Due to corona virus and related  global lockdown, the drastic risk 
of short  and long term have been causing in companies supply chain process. The cyber security risk have been increased  at present  
due to organizations trust on most of the suppliers with confidential and sensitive data[22]. 
 

The research highlights the other key aspects  to be focused by suppliers that : 

Multi factor authentication has not been enforced while remote access of services, No formal agreements have been put by some of 
suppliers to restrict the third-party deployment of data, No data security training  is being provided to the some supplier’s employees, 
lack of penetration tests of IT infrastructure which are directly connected with public.  

IV. CYBER SECURITY   BREACHES PREVENTION TECHNIQUES FOR BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS 

To prevent the business organizations from cyber security breaches, Endpoint security is must as a solution which includes the 
Endpoint Protection  along with  Endpoint Detection as well as Response solution.  These two solutions together secure the remote 
devices  employed in  organizations and endpoints from various malwares, Trojans as well as other unknown advanced threats. 
Endpoint Detection as well as  Response   solutions allow unremitting detection and quick response in case of any unknown cyber  
security threats and monitoring of  cyber security. 

In case of major workforce   of organization working remotely, there is a need to focus of data privacy and cyber security mainly on 
the below mentioned four areas which are generally to vulnerable to a breach are This may support to ease the breach  happening in 
reality and restrict any possible liability. 

There are four major areas has been highlighted to remain the business secure from cyber criminals and data violation during the  
noisy time. 

4.1 Email Security 

It is very much essential to know for all individuals about the email security. Most of  the attacks are happened through email only 
in this COVID-19 pandemic. The person should avoid to open the suspicious or  unknown emails, downloading the unexpected 
attachments. Verification of suspicious attachments or links is required before open it through any other mode of communicati on 
like text message. Never provide the personal details to unknown    suspicious resource like birthdate, password or social security 
number. Be aware with   emails of poor grammar or poor design as it can be a phishing  attack.  

4.2 Password Protection and Multi-Factor Authentication 

Always strong password should be set on all employee’s and individual’s account. All individuals should avoid  password which  
may be easily identified like birtdate, pet name, spouse name  etc. Such password are attempt of Brut Force attack. 

4.3 Web Safety 

As the research highlighted, in this COVID-19 pandemic massive invasion of  bogus websites, whose developers are looking for 
the opportunities by taking the benefit of  fear in nearby of coronavirus.  Always  ensure that any site   looking for  require the 
account personal details like username and password. In case of financial transaction, a valid encrypted digital certificate is 
associated to ensure the data security. Secure websites always begin with “https”. Remote workforce should avoid the public 
systems and Wi-Fi connectivity for accessing the confidential information. Always sign out all accounts and shut down the   device 
either computer or mobile device   when it is not functional. 

4.5 Device Maintenance  

As various cyber criminal groups are active during COVID-19 outbreak, thus there is a need to keep all resources like hardware, 
software etc updated with latest versions. All Employees should take the regular backups with multiple copies of all important and 
critical data and keep safe away from the network from the ransomware attack or unknown   malware   attacks. Such kind of 
prevention will allow to maintain the data protected from malware attacks. There must be cyber insurance policy of the 
organization. 

4.5.1 Identify supply chain risk 

A supply chain build up with various activities in manufacturing process which includes the transformation of   usual resources, 
material in raw form and components finally into a complete or finished good that is to be  transport to the customer. Thus in this 
CONID-19 situation,   Business need to identify the loose end points while workforce working remotely. When any link within supply 
chain process fails, the entire business process disrupted. The post effects of it may be in inflation of costs, reduced revenues, reduce 
customer assurance, market share down. 
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V. RESHAPING THE BUSINESS MODEL AS CYBER SECURITY SOLUTION 

As the demand of the current scenario during COVID -19 outbreak to reshape the functionality of the organizations in an innovative 
way with the mixture of work from home and office of the employees. To communicate and access data remotely over email, strong 
network connectivity is required. Additional dynamic authentication need to added as cyber security solution. The additional  Cloud 
security alternatives is essential. Few organizations   under   COVID -19 cyber attacks now come up to re-examine    the   detection 
of  cyber security infringe  and scam control algorithms, modernize the IT infrastructure for  the revised hybrid   functional  models.  

There are some learning  around flexibility from COVID-19.  The current situation of corna virus  enforced the organizations to 
reshape their business models todeal with hybrid functionality of workforce, maintenance of customer demand and fulfilment at 
supplier end. Companies have been forced to create and mange crisis management alternatives and handle it with pace. All individuals 
should learn these matter to face all kind of situations. 

CONCLUSION 

The protection of business as well as individual counter to cybercrime in the situation of COVID 19 and economy will be a top-down 

practice in this situation where the government leading role is required. Earlier, the Cyber threat was considered as the state tools and   

has vision cybercrime just for threat in case of   only its engagement in espionage.  Complicated security breach   that wring individual 

person and different service providers like public or private has diminished between the gash in law enforcement retorts. This 

unresponsiveness is not conscionable more due to the  exponential growth  of ransomware   with the support of  cyber hackers to 

attack  the various healthcare systems at the critical time of Corona outbreak. This research focused on cyber security challenges 

during the COVID -19 pandemic situation   and various types malware and ransomware active  to threat the business organizations 

and individual for their confidential information spread over internet. There is a need   to measure the incidents and responses in 

addition to anticipatory measures. As the research highlighted the few measures may be considered by business, various industries, 

trade, banks and other private sectors and individuals as number of remote workers   have increased due to corona pandemic and 

reform the business model as the safety measure. 
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Abstract--- The existing security mechanisms in EHR systems are based on common algorithms to secure 
patient’s health data. However, every record of patients is not sensitive thus does not require same security. In this 
paper, we offered a new methodology to safeguard Electronic Health Records (EHRs) that first categorizes the 
patient’s data into different security levels. Thus, we can reduce the time complexity in terms of encryption time and 
data uploading time on the cloud server. Firstly, the EHR of patients have been classified into three categories, 
namely high-sensitive, moderate sensitive and non-sensitive using a data classification approach of Machine 
Learning. Next, the classified data has been encrypted based on its sensitiveness with the help of appropriate 
encryption techniques. We have analyzed different security algorithms based on parameters like the time of 
encryption or decryption and the speed of generating the key which helps in reducing time complexity. The 
experiment result shows the effectiveness of the proposed methodology that can be used in future EHRs 
architecture.  

Keywords--- Data Classification, Security, Cloud Computing, Electronic Health Record, Access Control. 

I. Introduction 

In order to expand the worth of health care, Electronic health record is the preeminent methodology to retain the 
patient’s health records. EHR is a database of patient’s medicinal particulars in digital presentation. When equated 
to the paper records this mode has numerous benefits. Ozair, Jamshed & Aggarwal (2015) stated that Electronic 
Health record aids us to preserve enormous amount of records and it is calm to increase all features of patient care, 
including proficiency, instantaneous updating of histories with correctness. We have taken the assumption for a 
cloud that provides services is semi-trusted and may temper the sensitive data of a patient.  

These days EHRs are extensively used for storing patient’s health data on cloud.  The security of these systems 
needs more attention for the sensitive health data of patients. Cloud computing is playing an emergent role to 
splendid power on healthcare industry. Electronic Health Record consists of medical history of a patient like lab 
tests, e-prescription and images like MRI, X-Ray etc. Martinez, Sanchez & Valls (2013) proposed a security model 
for protecting outsourced health data of a patient from the curious and malicious cloud service providers. The 
patient’s health data is stored on cloud servers openly or using encryption of complete data. As the data have diverse 
features, so it needs different security levels according to the necessity. Therefore, security of patient’s sensitive data 
can be provided based on the level. We cannot put all the data at the same level of security. There should be a 
mechanism that secures data effectively to reduce the complexity. 

Classifying the data is a procedure of describing various levels of data and determining the sensitivity at various 
steps to it Saikh & Sasikumar (2015).  The classification of the data determines the level to which the data 
necessities to be protected and its cost in terms of patient’s data. Data classification is completed based on the risk 
associated with the disclosure. Classification of patient’s data grounded on security level standards is fetching an 
area of attention by numerous officialdoms using cloud services.  

We classified the patient’s health data based on its sensitivity into three levels.  
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1. Restricted or high level: Most sensitive data having great risk if compromised. Access is on need-to-know 
basis only. 

2. Confidential or medium level: it contains moderately sensitive attributes.  
3. Public or low level:  This is non-sensitive data. Access is loosely.  
The dynamic level security mechanism based on data classification has received much attention in the current 

scenario.  However, most of the security mechanisms use static level security and do not provide a systematic way to 
vary the level of security. From the study, we understand that there should not be common algorithms to process the 
whole data. 

For security of the health data, we have to categorize the patient’s data into different levels based on data 
sensitivity. So, we can reduce the effort and period of encryption as the data on the cloud server have diverse 
features and desires diverse security levels. The dynamic level security is moderately new and of scrupulous 
attention in the present scenario.  

To the preeminent of our information, there is no prior effort that addresses leveled security problem. The key 
offerings of the work are along these lines. 

1. We are proposing an overall architecture for EHRs that will automatically categorize the patient’s health 
data into multiple levels using document classification.   

2. Based on sensitivity of data, we are proposing different encryption algorithms along with their key 
combinations to secure EHRs at various levels.  

3. We present a detailed analysis of the proposed approach on various encryption standards. 
We have reviewed the existing encryption algorithms and have a comparison based on different parameters.  We 

can allocate several security levels to the classified data by using various security models for confidentiality of 
patient’s data. This will save our period of encryption and uploading of patient’s data on server. It also avoids the 
data seepage so the adversary will not be able to identify the beginning and termination point of data. The 
determination of data classification is to create a context for categorizing data based on its sensitivity level and as 
per the requisite of the Organization’s Information Security Policy.  More encryption is anticipated for robust 
security however it needs additional computation. So a standard offers stability for the security and encryption 
overhead. We assume patient’s confidential data is stored in semi-trusted cloud service providers. Ciphertext policy 
attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) is used for encrypting patient’s health record to accomplish fine-grained access 
control.  The respites of this paper are following.  In Section II, the work correlated to data classification along with 
security is given in brief. In Section III, data classification and security framework is proposed, followed by 
methodology and the analysis performed through experiments in Section IV. The conclusion is lastly specified in 
Section V. 

II. Related Work 

Amato et.al. (2010) put forward a technology for semantics which can identify the associated security level of 
medical records to perform resource classification to ensure proper security rules to be applied. This methodology 
cannot be structured a-posteriori and is helpful to overcome the security issues when patient data is made available 
to new potential applications. Bollineni & Neupane (2011) concluded that cloud computing and its services provided 
by vendors, are getting less trusted among cloud users due to lack of knowledge about them. Data security and data 
integrity are the primary concerns for the people because of the complete dependency on cloud service providers.  
Mohamed, Abdelkader & Etriby (2012) advised different encryption algorithms depending on the different types of 
security level requirements. Users can follow AES encryption algorithm for highest security and DES or Blowfish 
can be used for better performance. Fernandez-Aleman et.al. (2013) concluded that an efficient encryption scheme is 
required for EHRs that are new and includes the less keys and its number at each step. RBAC is a scheme which 
incorporates digital signature based on PKI and login/password, and advised as the preferred authentication 
mechanism.  Ghazvini & Shukur (2013) explored and analyzed the current e-health system for the security at the 
policy level to protect patient's health records and found that electronic patient record is mostly appropriate for 
healthcare organizations.  Fakhar & Shibli (2013) discussed about different frameworks for cloud security 
mechanisms and trust management. Recent cloud security models are missing an approach for storage support of 
keys and creating central entities downgrades the performance of the services. 

Shaikh & Sasikumar (2015) proposed a classification scheme for the data to provide security levels based on a 
set of their identified parameters. They classified the contents before storing them to cloud and allowed this 
provision for message encryption and access control tools.  
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Rao & Selvamani (2015) highlighted data security related trials and proposed a solution for the same. Advanced 
encryption schemes can be used for cloud data security and an efficient key management technique must be used for 
valid data access authorization. Ali, Khan & Vasilakos (2015) presented a survey on recent cloud computing and 
mobile cloud computing security solutions. The tabulated analysis and comparisons of different security techniques 
help to analyze and extract the best suited security approach. Soceanu et.al, (2015) put forward a new security 
system which incorporates an encryption pattern and ABAC. The access control mechanism research is based on 
XACML, specified by OASIS. SAFAX, a novel authorization context advanced by the Eindhoven University of 
Technology has been used in the research for patient’s data access applicability and feasibility verification.  

Choi & Paderes (2015) proposed a biometric application to secure the healthcare records stored on the cloud. 
This approach provides the logged information about health workers who accessed the health records.  

Bokhari, Shallal & Tamandani (2016) reviewed different security issues and architectures to get lower 
computation cost. As cloud user does not know where his data is being stored actually so it is mandatory for the data 
owners to know about cloud security level before migration to cloud. Azaria et.al (2016) proposed a distributed 
record managing structure called MedRec by blockchain technology. This system can manage security and privacy 
issues like confidentiality, authentication, and accountability for the sensitive medical data. Accessibility, 
auditability and interoperability have been provided to handle medical records using a comprehensive log. Ibrahim, 
Mahmood & Singhal (2016) offered a context for secure interchange of EHRs among healthcare service providers 
and patients. This scheme requires simply three message conversations for authentication and one message 
conversation for medical information retrieval.  

Fernando et.al. (2016) anticipated an effective and access control that is fine grained for EHRs in the cloud.  
Authors proposed a set of security mechanisms with a fine-grained access management. Zhou et.al. (2016) proposed 
an identity, privacy and security scheme called unidentified Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) for electronic 
health records (EHR). They encapsulated EHR data as per its on-demand access policy.  Yang, Zheng & Fan (2017) 
proposed a privacy-preserving, trustworthy, searchable and secure e-healthcare scheme, which supports forward 
privacy and delegated verifiability. The sensitive PHI data stored on cloud is secured through dynamic searchable 
symmetric encryption (SSE) scheme. Sanchez-Guerrero et.al. (2017) proposed an enhanced cloud healthcare data 
privacy scheme based on selective identity information discloser. To make more reliable and powerful role of 
patients, authors have used adaptive extended Markle tree for user’s profile representation.  

Verma, Tyagi & Malik (2017) explored the issues pertaining to privacy and security of outsourced data in cloud 
storage. Authors also reviewed different attribute based encryption techniques with their merits and demerits.  
Muller, Ludwig & Franczyk (2017) discussed about cloud user data privacy and raised a question about cloud 
integration with the decentralized information system. Authors have presented a classification assessment from the 
social networks and found that peer-to-peer approach is mostly favored because they do not need any central 
authority.  

Shahmoradi et.al, (2017) analyzed the electronic health record (EHR) system for its strengths, weaknesses, 
threats, and opportunities at the Tehran University of Medical Sciences (TUMS) with the participation of 90 
members’ workforce. The collected data is analyzed by SPSS software. The result shows that the weakness is lack 
of hardware and infrastructure and strength is being to timely and quick access to information. Els & Cilliers (2017) 
investigated about data security control of personal electronic health records (PEHRs) being accessed from mobile 
devices. The Authors have used mobile health privacy context and identified ten privacy ethics for personal 
healthcare records on mobile devices and recommended to improve the framework through new powerful security 
controls. Chaudhury et.al. (2017) adopted IoT for the communication and monitoring purpose in Healthcare System. 
Authors proposed a system which transmits the data through wireless communication after monitoring health 
parameters. The proposed system can notify the doctors or health service providers via the audio signal in case of 
any abnormal behavior found in patient's health data. Bandi (2017) proposed a role based encryption, attribute based 
encryption such as key-policy attribute-based encryption to encrypt patient's health records and to accomplish fine-
grained access control of those outsourced health records. Author implemented the key-policy attribute-based 
encryption system to obtain the fine grained access control policy. Anyone is able to download the patient’s data, 
however only authorized user can decrypt and outlook the patient’s health record. Gupta, Verma & Singh (2018) 
investigated present data encryption systems, like RSA, KP-ABE, CP-ABE, and AES. They compared these 
algorithms based on computational cost and storage cost. Additional, the authors have offered an improved system 
to boost the speed of RSA encryption using multi-threading model on latest multi-core CPUs. 
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III. Proposed Data Classification and Security Framework

Fig.1: EHR security framework 

The objective of the proposed system for maintaining EHRs is to secure them before deploying them for sharing 
among healthcare providers. The proposed system emphasizes on data classification and encryption (see fig.1). 

Table 1: Data Classification Description 

Data Classification Risk level Example 

Restricted or high 
level 

High Background, Genomic, Psychological health, Obsessions, substance abuse, Sexually-
transmitted ailment, Infirmity, Sex life, Behavioral profiles, HIV, UID, Cancer etc. 

Confidential or 
Medium level 

Medium Domestic violence, SSN, Contact No., DoB, Physical health condition, Bank A/C 
details, blood group, height etc. 

Public or low level Low/None Caste, nationality, name, X-ray, body temperature, urine test, cardiology test, heart 
rate, Blood pressure, MRI test etc. 

Fig. 2:  Layered architecture of generic model for EHR 
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In Fig. 2, we have explained the working of CP-ABE. The access policy use ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ gates with 
different secret keys. 

Patient Data Classification 

We can classify the patient data based on critical diseases by using document classification techniques such as 
KNN, SVM, Naïve-bayes, NN and random forest. Likewise, there are different encryption algorithms with different 
key generation process, we can play with them. We can choose the encryption algorithm based on sensitivity of the 
data.  

We have done a classification of patient’s disease like cancer and diabetes. In the diabetes dataset we consider 
the fields like pregnancy, blood-sugar, glucose, skin thickness, insulin, BMI, age, diabetes, etc. Following are the 
descriptions of the algorithms used in our work. 

K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

 This algorithm is suited for the problems of prediction like regression and classification. The trend however in 
industries focuses more on classification. The evaluation of this technique takes into three aspects.  

1. Ease to interpret output 
2. Calculation time 
3. Predictive Power 

Implementation of KNN Model 

The implementation of KNN model includes. 

1. Insert data 
2. Value initialization for k 
3. Iteration is performed from 1 till the total points of data 

i. Euclidean distance is used as a metric for distance calculation because of its popularity. It evaluates 
the test data and training data in each row.  

ii. Ascending order sorting on the values of distance is done.  
iii. The array that is sorted is picked for top row k values. 
iv. Then rows are picked that are most frequent. 
v. Predicted class is returned.  

vi. Parameter Selection. 
vii. The preeminent selection of k depends upon the data; generally, the larger the value less is the 

noise in the process of classification, which uses boundaries to differentiate the two values. 
Different types of heuristics can be used for selection of good value of k. the nearest neighboring 
algorithm is used to evaluate at the value k =1 for finding the training sample with closest value. 

viii. To get rid of tied votes one can use classification with appropriate values of k. Bootstrap method 
can find the value of k by optimal selection.  

Supervised algorithms for learning are powerful methods for classification. The distance between the points can 
be evaluated by Euclidean and Manhattan methods. 

i. Euclidean distance:  
The Euclidean distance can be evaluated on a line segment by computing the distance between the points 

connecting them. 

The dataset used in our paper has 22 attributes and includes a space of 22 dimensions. If x = (x1, x2... x22) and y 
= (y1, y2... y22) are two points in Euclidean 22-space, then d(x, y) is calculated by: 

 
ii. Manhattan distance:  
The axes that are along the right angles are evaluated to go from point of data to another in Manhattan distance 

calculation. It is analogous to a street structure by calculation of the shortest distance. The d(x, y) is calculated by: 
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Data Encryption Methodologies 

One of the methods to classify a patient’s health level is done based on its sensitivity. More security is needed 
for data that gas high sensitivity when compared to the one with lower. Classification of data is done is done on the 
following measures of information, sensitive, personal, medical, physical health conditions and financial. For any 
kind of medical record it is important to restrict the privacy of health data to avoid its exposure to sources for which 
it is not meant and to restrict its inappropriate usage.  Based on such parametric requirements, different type’s 
encryption algorithms are available which cater to the sensitivity of the data processed. Algorithms like Rivest-
Shamir-Adleman (RSA) Algorithm, Blowfish, IDEA, Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Algorithm and 
Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) Algorithm assess the sensitivity level of data and can be 
used effectively. For example, a usual person does not entail special security but a well-known personality needs a 
body guard i.e. the intensity of security is proportionate to the cost of asset it safeguards.  We have proposed some 
security mechanisms which are safe and can be used to store medical records in encrypted form after data 
classification. The requirement is to distinguish the data based on different levels of sensitivity, so that 
confidentiality of the health report of the patient is maintained. Any adversary would not be capable to outlook a 
patient’s health record as such records are stored on cloud that is not easy to get to by one and all, protection 
becomes a foremost apprehension. Encryption is possibly the most fool proof method by which the confidentiality of 
the electronic health documents can be preserved. Separate entities can be created to classify the data which are in 
turn records and is based on how sensitive the data is. This is a different approach to look at the health records of the 
patients stored electronically. Further a database is used to store the classified data. We have the idea of 
classification of the data based on the sensitivity level. If we automatically classify the data then the overhead time 
of processing the EHRs can be reduced effectively. For example, it is not a good practice to encrypt a 100 GB data 
block fully using the matching key size and security level as it could only comprise twenty percent of trusted data.  
In Machine learning, the method of classification is used to separate unclassified and classified data. The existing 
literature survey shows that manual classification is mostly taken up. We propose an automatic classification for the 
patients data based on sensitivity level using KNN classification algorithm. KNN is a supervised machine learning 
technique that is the simplest iterative procedure to classify unclassified datasets into user specified classes. For the 
details of classification criteria see table 1. Categorization of the patient’s data is done into three parts such as Low 
level, Medium level and High level according to their sensitivity.  Encryption on the data that is classified can be 
done using different types of encryption schemes. The insensitive attributes (Public data) do not require very 
complex and slow encryption algorithms like AES, RSA or CP-ABE. Deciding on an encryption scheme which is 
appropriate for each proposed level is also done on frequency of accessing the EHR data. Accessing the low level 
EHR data is slower than the one at greater frequency than medium level or high level EHR data. The Greater speed 
of processing with low or no security measures   is essential for encryption scheme for low level HER. We have 
proposed DES and IDEA encryption scheme for the low level EHR data. The IDEA has a weak key problem and 
DES suffers from Brute force attack but they can still be used for low level EHR data because of low or no 
requirement of security for this level.  Because of encryption speed, IDEA can be stated as a better option at this 
level. Confusion and diffusion are used by the IDEA algorithm in its encryption process. Different from other block 
cipher methods, IDEA uses incompatible algebraic operations XOR, module 216 addition, and multiplication 
modulo 216 + 1. This multiplex operation modulo 216 + 1 replaces the Substitution Box (S-Box). The IDEA 
algorithm uses multiplication modulo 216 + 1 with the consideration that multiplication with zero always yields zero 
and has no inversion. The number 65537 (216 + 1) is a prime number. Therefore, modulo multiplication operation 
(216 + 1) on the IDEA algorithm has an inversion, if forming a multiplication table for numbers ranging from 1 to 
65536, each row and column contains only one number once. In IDEA, for multiplication operations, a 16-bit 
number consisting of zeros is all considered a number 65536, while other numbers remain under the unmarked 
numbers it represents.  More security is needed at the Medium Level EHR in comparison low level EHR data. 
Hence the algorithms that are more suitable for protection at Medium Level EHR are Blowfish, 3DES, Diffie-
Hellman and ELGAMAL. Blowfish is better in terms of speed when compared to ELGAMAL, Diffie-Hellman and 
3DESbased on our experimental analysis. Hence Blowfish algorithm is chosen for fastest accessibility and security 
requirement for the medium level EHR data. It uses a shared key for encryption and decryption. This encryption 
scheme works well using smaller memory, making it suitable for medium level EHR data security. Blowfish 
encryption algorithm presents with one limitation that is the size of the file which cannot be greater than 4GB due to 
its small block size. However such limitation does not change much our proposed architecture. A faster cipher 
method is Blowfish which works well except for key exchange part. Pre-processing is equivalent for encrypting 
texts of 4 kbs only hence it is slow. It is a problem in certain applications but a decent approach in others. 4 
kilobytes of RAM is the memory requirement for Blowfish implementation. Except for its restriction in embedded 
systems; like smartcards the above states constraint is not of much concern.  
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Because of its easy availability and no patents attached to it, Blowfish was one of the first secure blocks thus 
making it a popular choice in the cryptographic networks. bcrypt  uses hashing function with passwords and under 
various repetitions of work in terms of cost. It works on the key setup which is costly for blowfish and increases the 
time for evaluation of hash calculation and lessening the attacks by brute force. The High Level EHR data requires 
strongest security than low level EHR data. We have selected AES, CP-ABE, and RSA to enforce high level 
restriction on EHR data. AES-256 encryption scheme uses key lengths of 128, 192 or 256 bits. AES encryption is 
never compromised because of its security strength. If someone wants to break its security, then 2256 key 
combinations are impossible to calculate. CP-ABE can also be used for high level security that also ensures the 
access policy efficiency. RSA algorithm also delivers strong security but suffers from the low encryption and 
decryption speed. RSA can be used if data size is small enough. In few cases, RSA is not advisable because of its 
undesirable slow speed only. So as the conclusion, AES or CP-ABE encryption scheme is the best for this level data. 
We preferred CP-ABE more than AES because of its useful access policies and other security strengths. 

(1) Setup: The attribute authority uses the master key (MK) for generating the secret keys (SK) for the users in 
this phase.  

Setup :{ λ} → {MK, PK} 
(2) Encrypt: This phase generates a ciphertext (CT) using a plaintext (M) and a public key (PK).  
(3) Enc :{PK, MK, A}→ CT 
 This phase generates a secret key (SK) using a set of attributes w, which are relates to user and master key 
(MK). 

KeyGen: {MK, w} → SK 
(4) Decrypt: This phase decrypts a ciphertext with the help of secret key (SK) for getting the actual message 

(M) after satisfying the access policy associated with access tree.  
Dec: {SK, CT} → M 

Table 2: Encryption algorithm analysis and comparison for different level security of EHR data. 

Sr. 

No. 
Algorithm 

EHR 

Risk 

Level 

Key 

Size 

(bit) 

Speed Security Strength/Weakness Remark 

1 DES Low 56 Fast Vulnerable to differential and linear cryptanalysis 
2 3DES Medium 192 Slow Vulnerable to differential and brute force attack. 
3 BLOWFISH Medium 64 Very 

Fast 
Vulnerable to dictionary attack 

4 IDEA Low 128 Fast Vulnerable to differential timing attack, Key-schedule attack 
5 AES High 128 Fast Robust against differential, reduced differential, linear, 

interpolation and square attacks 
6 DIFFIE-

HELLMAN 
Medium 128 Moderate Vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attack 

7 ELGAMAL Medium 256 Slow Vulnerable to chosen ciphertext attack 
8 RSA High 2048 Slow Attacker can launch chosen-ciphertext attack 
9 CP-ABE High 23848 Fast Most secure 

IV. Experimental Analysis 

The algorithms are executed using Java 8 with Intel core i5 CPU of 2.40 GHz with 4 GB of RAM. We used 
diverse magnitude of text documents in our execution such as 32 KB, 64 KB, 128 KB, 256 KB and 512 KB. 

Patient Type Classification 

Here, we are presenting results of patient type based on the given data using different classification algorithms. 
In this work, we have implemented three classification approaches and the corresponding results are presented in 
Table XX, where KNN provides the best outcome for the classification based on patient’s disease.    

Table 3: Outcome percentage of different classification algorithms 

S. No Algorithms Used Outcome(in percentage) 
1 k Nearest Neighbour(KNN) 78 
2 Support Vector Machine(SVM) 76.8 
3 Neural Network(NNET) 75.5 
4 Random Forest(RF) 75.5 
5 Naïve Bayes(NB) 50 
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Fig 3: Comparison of Success Rate of various Algorithms 

Data Encryption/Decryption Performance 

We have taken the different parameters like encryption/decryption time and key generation time for calculating 
the performance of various encryption and decryption methods like DES, 3DES, Blowfish, IDEA and AES as 
symmetric methods and RSA, Diffee-Hellman, CP-ABE and Elagamal for asymmetric methods. The encryption, 
decryption and key generation times are shown in milliseconds for all file sizes in all the algorithms. 

Figure 4: Encryption time of symmetric encryption algorithms. 

Figure 4 demonstrates the encryption time comparison among symmetric encryption algorithms. One can 
observe that blowfish has a good impact over throughput in encryption time when file size increases. 64-bit key size 
has been used for all files in blowfish encryption.  
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Figure 5: Encryption time of asymmetric encryption algorithms. 

Other symmetric encryption algorithms have multiplying rate for the encryption time. AES stands on the second 
place after blowfish. 3DES encryption time data for different file sizes shows that this algorithm’s throughput 
performance is not efficient for larger file size. Figure 5 shows the encryption time comparison among asymmetric 
encryption algorithms. One can observe the significant time difference in encryption time between symmetric and 
asymmetric methods. Asymmetric methods use diverse keys for encryption and decryption. Asymmetric algorithms 
require much more encryption time than symmetric algorithms. As both figures suggest that asymmetric algorithms 
are too slow than symmetric algorithms. We can observe from the Figure 3 that Diffie-Hellman has the lowest 
computation time in data encryption. CP-ABE stands on the second place in the comparison of computation time 
among all four asymmetric algorithms. RSA algorithms deliver the stronger data security but struggles from very 
high computation cost than other algorithms. 

 

Figure 6: Decryption time of symmetric encryption algorithms. 

Figure 6 shows that AES consumes the lowest computation time among all five selected symmetric algorithms in 
decryption phase. A blowfish algorithm is on second place as it consumes more computation time than AES. We can 
observe from Figure 3 and Figure 4 that Blowfish or AES can be selected if better throughput is required in 
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outsourced data security.  Although a successful brute force attack has never been performed on both encryption 
algorithms, Blowfish is not so popular than AES algorithm. Blowfish uses key sizes from 32 bits to 448 bits whereas 
AES-256 allows 128-bits, 192-bits, and 256-bits keys for encryption and decryption process. Blowfish allows 
selection of vast range of key sizes but still AES is better choice for someone who is going to select symmetric 
algorithm for data security. Figure 7 show that Diffie-Hellman has the best decryption rate than other asymmetric 
algorithms. CP-ABE still settled on second place as was in encryption time comparison. RSA takes huge amount of 
decryption time which is greater than encryption time for the same file size because of some extra calculation. If 
performance is not a big deal, CP-ABE could be better approach for security reasons. Figure 8 displays the key 
generation time in symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. 3DES has the largest key generation time in the group of 
selected symmetric algorithms. CP-ABE consumes highest key generation computation time in asymmetric 
algorithms. Although IDEA algorithm has the lowest computation time at key generation phase, still AES is better 
selection on behalf of its security strength. Diffie-Hellman has the lowest key generation computation time for the 
128-bit key size in the group of asymmetric algorithms. We have used 2048-bit RSA, 128-bit Diffie-Hellman and 
256-bit ElGAMAL key sizes. The new key generation in Diffie-Hellman algorithm is very fast. Although RSA and 
Diffie-Hellman work on identical mathematics, as RSA uses integer factorization and Diffie-Hellman uses discrete 
logarithm. Both algorithms serve for different purpose as RSA is mostly used for digital signature generation and 
encryption whereas Diffie-Hellman is mainly used for key agreement. RSA is out of fashion today and in case of 
SSL security, Diffie-Hellman is better selection to achieve forward secrecy. Strength of Diffie-Hellman algorithm is 
that it authenticates both encryptor and decryptor whereas RSA only authenticates receiver. 

 

Figure 7: Decryption time of asymmetric encryption algorithms. 

 

Figure 8: Key generation time of symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms. 
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V. Conclusion 

EHRs have transformed the present healthcare scheme and enhanced the patient-doctor adroitness. Vulnerability 
of health data records arises due to lack of appropriate security actions. The proposed scheme aims to provide a high 
level of patient’s health data security using classification on the basis of their sensitivity levels. Ciphertext Policy 
Attribute based encryption (CP-ABE) is used to accomplish encryption. We have compared symmetric encryption 
algorithms such as DES, 3DES, Blowfish, IDEA, AES and asymmetric encryption algorithms such as RSA, 
DIFFIE_HELLMAN, ELGAMAL and CP-ABE for achieving confidentiality of health data stored in cloud. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cloud computing is an inclusive new approach on how computing services are produced and utilized. Cloud computing is an 

accomplishment of various types of services which has attracted many users in today’s scenario. The most attractive service of 

cloud computing is Data outsourcing, due to this the data owners can host any size of data on the cloud server and users can 

access the data from cloud server when required. The new prototype of data outsourcing also faces the new security challenges. 

However, users may not fully trust the cloud service providers (CSPs) because sometimes they might be dishonest. It is difficult 

to determine whether the CSPs meet the customer’s expectations for data security. Therefore, to successfully maintain the 
integrity of cloud data, many auditing schemes have been proposed. Some existing integrity methods can only serve for 

statically archived data and some auditing techniques can be used for the dynamically updated data. In this paper, we have 

analyzed various existing data integrity auditing schemes along with their consequences.  

Keywords :— Third Party Auditor (TPA), Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), Data Outsourcing, Proof of Retrievability (POR), 

Provable data Possession (PDP). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is widely embraced by many organization 

and individuals because of its various dazzle advantages like 

huge size data storage, cumbersome computation, low price 

service and flexible way to access the data [1], [14]. The 

basic concept behind cloud computing is virtualization. 

In cloud computing, virtualization means to create a virtual 

variation of a device or resource, such as a server, storage 

device, network or operating system where the structure 

divides the resource into required number of execution 

environments [32]. Cloud computing is a predominant 

service of cloud storage, which allows data owner to store 

their data from their local computing system to cloud. Many 

users store their data on cloud storage. However new 

protocol of data hosting service also introduces security 

issue [6]. Data owner would be worry that data could be lost 

in the cloud. Therefore, the biggest concern is how to 

determine whether a cloud storage system and service 

provider meet the customer expectations for data security 

[20]. Therefore, it is crucial and significant to amplify 

efficient auditing scheme to strengthen data ownersʹ faith in 

cloud storage. Various types of auditing models have been 

proposed, they can be categorized into two types Private 

auditing model and Public Auditing Model. Traditionally in 

Private auditing model data owner can verify the integrity of 

outsourced data based on the two-party storage auditing 

protocol. In this technique data owner should have expertise. 

It increases the overhead of data owner and sometimes it 

also happens both data owner and CSP cannot convince each 

other for the result.  

 

 
Figure 1. Cloud Auditing Model. 

 

As public auditing is the advisable model for outsourced 

data verification, it additionally involves the third party to 

check the integrity [3], [5], [14] which can provide equitable 

auditing result for both data owner and CSP. Data owner 

send metadata to TPA instead of original data. Basically, 

auditing model has two phases set up phase and verification 
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phase. Data owner has to perform some operations prior to 

send data to TPA [5].  

 

 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

In the contemporary year, cloud storage auditing has 

attracted attention to strengthen data owners' trust and 

confidence in cloud storage. To verify the integrity of 

outsourced data many protocols have been proposed with 

distinct techniques [4], [7], [8], [12], [15], [16], [18], [20], 

[21], [22], [26]. The first auditing related work was 

introduced in 2007 by Juels et al. is POR (Proof of 

Retrievability) [4] scheme, which can check the correctness 

of data with the use of error correcting code. It is typically a 

private auditing model because there is no existence of any 

other third party. In the same year, Atenies et al. [16] has 

introduced first public Auditing Model, PDP using 

Homomorphic tag based on RSA. It does not support 

privacy preserving of data. Beside data integrity auditing 

there are many other significant concerns such as privacy-

preserving, batch auditing, and dynamic auditing. In 2008, 

Atenies et al. [20] has further proposed the scheme which 

supports dynamic auditing but does not preserve privacy. 

 

 In 2009 Erway et al. [12] proposed dynamic PDP scheme 

that does not require privacy preserving. In 2010, First 

privacy preserving PDP was introduced by Wang et al. [6], 

they presented a public auditing scheme which ensures the 

privacy preserving for outsourced data using integrating 

Homomorphic authenticator with the random masking 

technique. In 2012 further, a new public auditing scheme 

Cooperative PDP (CPDP) technique proposed by Zhu et al 

[7], which was based on hash index hierarchy and 

Homomorphic verifiable scheme. It Supports public 

auditing, Privacy preserving and Batch auditing in the multi 

cloud but it has no provision for multi-user auditing. 

Dynamic Auditing Protocol (DAP)in 2013, Yang et al. [15] 

proposed further enhanced auditing schemes which 

supported dynamic auditing using the Index table scheme. In 

2015, Identity-Based Distributed Provable Data Possession 

(ID-DPDP) scheme was proposed by Wang, Huaqun [26] 

which used bilinear pairing in random access model. 

Dynamic Hash Table-Public Audit (DHT-PA) introduced by 

Hui Tian et al. [14] in 2016 proposed Dynamic hash table 

which supported public dynamic auditing. Dynamic hash 

table supports public dynamic auditing and employed 

Homomorphic authenticator with random masking to 

preserve the privacy of outsourced data. They used 

aggregate BLS signature to arrange batch auditing. 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Data Integration 

Scheme 

Technique Proposed By Year Strength Weakness 

POR (Proof of 

Retrievability) [4] 

Using error 

correcting code 

Juels et al. 2007  Private Auditing using 

error code 

 Data recovery is 

possible 

 

 Increase overhead on 

Data Owner. 

 Cannot be used in the 

original form, 

preprocessing is 

required for encoding. 

 

PDP (provable data 

possession) [16] 

Use 

Homomorphic 

tag based on 

RSA 

Atenies et al. 2007  Support public auditing 

 

 Not Privacy 

preserving 

 No Batch auditing 

 Communication 

overhead 

 Data recovery is not 

supported 

Partially Dynamic – 

PDP [20] 

Symmetric Key 

Cryptography 

Atenies et al. 2008  Supports Dynamic 

Auditing 

 No Privacy 

preserving 

 Bounded no of 
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Audits. 

CPR (Compact 

Proof of 

Retrievability) [21] 

HLA Built from 

secure BLS-

Signature 

H. Shacham, 

B. Waters 

2008  Improved POR scheme  No Privacy 

preserving 

DPDP 

(Dynamic PDP) [12] 

Using ranked 

based 

authenticated 

skip list 

Erway et al. 2009  Dynamic data auditing 

 No demand of privacy-

preserving 

 No public auditing 

 Not support Batch 

auditing 

 Not Privacy 

preserving 

PDP 

First privacy 

preserving [7] 

Integrating the 

Homomorphic 

authenticator 

with random 

masking 

Wang et al. 2010  Supports public 

auditing 

 Privacy preserving 

 

 Does not support 

data dynamics 

Fully Dynamic PDP 

[22] 

Combined BLS 

based HLA with 

MHT 

Wang et al. 2011  Supports Dynamic 

Auditing  

 Not Privacy 

preserving 

 

CPDP (corporative 

provable possession) 

[8] 

Hash Index 

Hierarchy 

Zhu et al. 2012  Support public 

auditing 

 Privacy preserving 

 Batch auditing in multi 

cloud 

 

 It does not support 

dynamic audit 

 Does not support 

auditing for multiuser 

DAP [15] Index table Kan Yang et 

al. 

2013  Support public 

auditing 

 Privacy preserving 

 Support dynamic 

auditing 

 Batch auditing in 

multi-cloud 

 

 High Computation 

cost 

 

DPDP-MHT [19] 

 

Based on 

Merkle hash tree 

Wang et al. 2013  Support public 

auditing 

 Privacy preserving 

 Support dynamic 

auditing 

 Batch auditing in 

multi-cloud 

 

 Heavy computation 

cost of the TPA 

 Large 

communication 

overhead 

 

 

 

IHT-PA (Index hash 

table-public audit) 

[18] 

Index Hash table Zhu et al. 2013  Support public 

auditing 

 Privacy preserving 

 Support dynamic 

auditing 

 

 Batch auditing is not 

mentioned 
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MUR-DPA [2] Used 

Authenticated 

Data Structure 

(ADS) based on 

the Merkle Hash 

Tree (MHT) 

Liu, Chang, et 

al. 

2014  Provides facility to 

verify cloud data 

storage with multiple 

replicas. 

 Works only with 

constant-sized 

integrity proofs 

 ID-DPDP [26] Distributed 

Provable Data 

Possession in 

Multi-cloud 

storage. 

Wang, 

Huaqun 

2015  Bilinear pairings in 

random oracle model 

Flexible and improves 

the efficiency. 

 Verification delay 

occurs 

DHT-PA (Dynamic 

hash table-public 

audit) [14] 

Dynamic Hash 

table 

Hui Tian et 

al. 

2016  Support public 

auditing 

 Privacy preserving 

 Support dynamic 

auditing 

 Batch auditing in multi 

cloud 

 

 Communication cost 

is greater than DAP 

and IHT-PA 

Table 1: Comparison of existing data integrity auditing schemes [5] 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In cloud computing, a new paradigm of data outsourcing 

increases new security challenges. This new paradigm 

requires a Third-Party Auditor to check the data integrity in 

cloud storage. In this paper, we have compared different 

types of auditing schemes on the basis of Privacy 

preservation, dynamic auditing and batch auditing along 

with their strength and weakness. From all these papers, it is 

concluded that there is need to design some optimizing 

techniques that can be applied to speed up the set phase at 

data owner side [2], [20], [32]. In our previous paper, we 

have proposed a multithreading model on multi-core CPU 

system to generate the signature for each block [5], it is one-

time operation and occurs in setup phase at data owner side. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

In future, we will focus on enhanced & sophisticated data 

setup process to reduce the computation and communication 

overhead at data owner side. To generate authenticator, we 

use multithreading framework on latest multi-core system to 

speed up the setup phase.  We will use the multithreading 

model in each step of data setup phase. 
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Abstract: IoT is the networking of daily use objects. Internet of 

Things amalgamates various kinds of physical object to 

communicate with each other directly. These objects are 

commonly known as constrained devices. Constrained devices 

work with low memory, low storage, and low computation power. 

Implementing security algorithms in these devices is challenging. 

The researchers take these challenges as opportunity. The diverse 

and heterogeneous structure of the IoT phenomenon introduces a 

variety of new security risks and challenges. Many threats, like 

botnets, home intrusion, remote control of the IoT devices, and 

man in the middle attacks, are emerging and need a stronger 

security implementation to protect IoT devices from being 

compromised. The authors surveys different kinds of IoT 

networking technologies, security challenges and solutions of 

these challenges to form more secure IoT environment for trustful 

adoption of services through industrial or personal use. In this 

paper, the authors presented a study of numerous networking 

technologies along with possible threats and their 

countermeasures. 

Keywords: IoT, RFID, Wi-Fi, Wi MAX, LoRaWAN, 

Ransomware, Botnet, APTs, Intrusion. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet of Things is complex network architecture 

consists of variety of devices, sensors and equipment. It 
follows different communication protocols forming the 
heterogeneous devices connectivity. An IoT network refers to 
a collection of interconnected devices that communicate with 
other devices, for example, smart appliances and wearable 
things etc. The fundamental features of IoT networking 
architecture to sustain computing functionalities are 
scalability, availability, and maintainability. IoT is getting 
more attention of researchers and industries from last two 
decades. The main objective of IoT is the free flow of 
information by connecting various types of digital or physical 
objects having different communication protocols [1]. 
Devices are connected in the IoT platform through an internet 
connection to deliver a specific type of service using real-time 

communication. IoT includes communication technologies 
like Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Cloud 
Computing, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Near Field 
Communication (NFC), Machine to Machine (M2M) 
Communication, Low Power Wireless Personal Area 
Network (LoWPAN), Worldwide Interoperability for 
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Microwave Access (WiMAX), and others. IoT concept was   
initially given by Kevin Ashton in 1982 to establish an 
interface between human beings and the virtual environment 
to make their life easier [2].  
The growth rate of connected devices in IoT is highly tractive 
today. According to an article published in Forbes, the global 
market of IoT growth is predicted from $157 billion in 2016 
to $457 billion by 2020, attaining a Compound Annual 

Growth Rate (CAGR) of 28.5% [3]. The number of connected 
devices in IoT will grow up to 50 billion in 2020 and will 
surge up to 125 billion by 2030 [4]. 
Security vulnerabilities and cyber-attacks are more advanced 
and improved than before. IoT devices are widely used in 
electronic health monitoring systems, smart cards, home 
appliances, military and other types of personal or industrial 
objects. These devices could be vulnerable to external threats 
like malware, viruses, hackers, physical damages and theft. A 
hacker can attempt to launch phishing, SQL injection, 
cross-site scripting, and DDoS attacks to hack, performance 
downgrade or damaging devices used in IoT. Some of the 
popular attacks on IoT have been discussed below. 
STUXNET is a malicious computer worm which affected the 
industrial Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) in Iran‘s 
nuclear-fuel enrichment project. Although STUXNET was 
not a type of IoT attack it was a sign that smart devices can be 
compromised [5]. The Mirai Botnet attack was launched to 
infect older routers, DVD players or IP cameras especially in 
2016[6]. Mirai used these compromised IoT devices to launch 
the HTTP flood attack (DDoS attack) to the Dyn server. This 
IoT Botnet is made by Mirai malware and causes Twitter, 
New York Times, Netflix, GitHub, and CNN like networks to 
get affected by DDoS attack. The Reaper (IoTroop) was 
another botnet which stunned everyone in 2017, more 
dangerous than Mirai botnet [7]. Reaper botnet came in 
spotlight in September 2017 and infected over one million 
wireless networks. Reaper is an evolution of Mirai and uses 
more sophisticated hacking tools and software than Mirai. 
Another very harmful malware called BrickerBot came into 

existence and is capable of killing any unsecured IoT device. 
The most awful thing about BrickerBot is that consumers of 
IoT devices could never know that their devices are affected 
by this bot. BrickerBot finds an unsecured IoT device on the 
network and performs a series of Linux commands to corrupt 
the device storage or disturbs the connectivity to affect the 
device performance [8]. The IoT environment are still having 
many security loopholes. It needs a strong and trustful 
security mechanism to eliminate these loopholes.  
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A clear and complete structure and design of IoT is yet to 
define and this could be a reason that the above threats are still 
capable to harm devices and applications in IoT. A possible 

architecture for IoT is shown in figure 1. 
The rest of the paper is organized in the following sections. 
Section 2 describes the communication strategies in IoT.  In 
section 3, existing security threats and vulnerabilities that can 
harm IoT devices are discussed. Section 4 describes major 
technologies and mechanisms to Secure IoT. In section 5, the 
authors have given the summary related to the topic that can 
help to identify all the risks and challenges before the 
adaptation of IoT. In section 6, conclusions about IoT security 
solutions and future scope for better security is provided. 
 

 
 

Fig.1. IoT Architecture 

II. COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES IN IOT 

Different networking technologies have been adopted in IoT. 
In this paper authors have described eight communication 
strategies with their operative background and architecture. 
Table 1 presents different IoT network architectures on 
different criteria like frequency, data rate and range. It also 
shows the vulnerabilities associated with each networking 
technology. 
ZigBee is a low data rate, low power consumption, and 
low-cost wireless networking protocol used to define the 
operation of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and currently 
uses IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and PHY layers. IEEE and ZigBee 

combined their technological research regarding 
communication in devices inbuilt with Bluetooth technology 
and having low power and low data rate. These devices 
require long battery life and do not require the high-speed 
data rate. The range of these devices may vary from 10 meters 
to 75 meters. The data rates are 250 kbps at 2.4 GHz, 40 kbps 
at 915 MHz, 20 kbps at 868 MHz [9]. ZigBee provides 
interoperable data networking which operates on the upper 
level of the protocol stack (network Layer to application 
Layer). This will eliminate the consumer‘s dependency on 
product manufacturer and ensures the working between 
different manufacturer devices [10]. 
The RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) allows a 
computing device to read the identity of RFID tags from a 

distance and is a replacement of Barcode technology. RFID 
devices can be categorized into two classes. First is Active 
class, in which devices use power either from an integrated 

power source battery or connected to a powered 
infrastructure. The second class is Passive RFID which 
contains antenna, a semiconductor chip attached to an antenna 
and some form of encapsulation [11]. 
 

Table I: Different Communication Strategies in IoT 
Networking 

Technology 

Frequen

cy 

(GHz) 

Stream 

Data 

rate 

(Kbps) 

Approxi

mate 

Range 

(Meter) 

Vulnerabilities 

ZigBee [12] 2.4 250 150 Device tempering, 
key secrecy 
required 

RFID 
[13] 

2.45 640 100 MITM Attack, 
Sniffing, Denial of 
Service attack, 
Cloning & 

Spoofing 

NFC 
[14] 

0.13 424 0.04 Low range, Low 
Security 

WiMAX 
[15] 

66 126976 50000 The jamming 
attack, Scrambling 
attack, Water 
torture attack 

BLE [16] 2.4 2048 10 Bluejacking 

Wi-Fi 
[17][18] 

5 55296 100 Vulnerable to 
passive attacks, 
Jamming and 
Scrambling. 

6LoWPAN 
[19] 

2.4 250 100 Low security in 
multi hop 

LoRaWAN 
[20] 

0.923/ 
0.915/ 
0.868/ 
0.433 

50 20000 Once hackers have 
the encryption 
keys, they can 
perform DoS 

attacks 

 
Near Field Communication (NFC) uses magnetic field 
induction to establish communication among short-range and 
high-frequency wireless devices. NFC devices use a 
peer-to-peer network to perform data exchange. NFC is an 
upgrade to the RFID technology and has been developed by 
Philips and Sony jointly [21]. NFC operates in three different 
modes. In read/write mode interaction is made with an 
NFC-enabled device that reads the data from a device or 
writes the data to a device. In peer-to-peer mode, two-way 
communication is established between NFC enabled devices. 
In card emulation mode, the system acts as a contactless smart 
card [22]. 
Machine to Machine (M2M) system establishes direct 
communication between two IP-based IoT machines or 

sensors over wired or cellular networks to send the data to 
gateways or cloud servers in IoT network. Human interaction 
is not required for communication between devices [23]. 
The Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
(WiMAX) allows the high-speed data transfer (30-40 MBPS) 
and belongs to IEEE 802.16 wireless family. WiMAX is 
much faster than Wi-Fi and its range for connectivity and data 
transfer is up to 40 kilometers. Thousands of users or devices 
can be connected simultaneously through this network with 
security level implementation which lacks in Wi-Fi network 
[24]. 
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Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) uses IEEE 802.15.4 for 
communication between ultra-low-power IoT devices. BLE 
may use one of the topology formations like the tree, mesh, 

cluster or star for the connectivity. BLE implements 
frequency hopping over 37 channels for bidirectional and 
three channels of unidirectional [25]. 
IEEE 802.11 is a set of technical specifications related to 
communication between Wi-Fi devices. These specifications 
are related to the physical layer and Media Access Control 
(MAC) layer that connects devices like printers, scanners, 
smartphones, and laptops without wires. These network 
connections are an easy target for passive attacks. Active 
attacks can also be performed by exploiting hardware security 
loopholes and protocol vulnerabilities [26]. 
Low-Rate and low power Wireless Personal Area Networks 
(6LoWPAN) sends the data in the form of packets and uses 
IPv6 over the wireless network. Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) defines the 6LoWPAN which later defines the 

compression and encapsulation mechanisms that enable the 
IPV6 over low power wireless LAN (WLAN). 6LoWPAN is 
being used in application areas of industrial monitoring, smart 
grid, general automation, home automation. 6LoWPAN 
utilizes the IEEE 802.15.4 to provide low layers for low 
power wireless network and uses 128-AES link-layer security 
defined by IEEE 802.15.4. IPv6 is applied to PHY and MAC 
layer in 6LoWPAN communications of the existing 802.15 
standards [27]. LoRaWAN stands for Low Power Wide Area 
Network and as that name suggests, it refers to the features 
that support low-cost, low power, mobile communications for 
the IoT. It features low-power operation (around 10 years of 
battery lifetime), low data rate (27 kb/s with spreading factor 
7 and 500 kHz channel or 50 kb/s with FSK) and long 
communication range (2–5 km in urban areas and 15 km in 

suburban areas) [28-30]. 

III. SECURITY THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES 

IN IOT 

Spam is a messaging system which sends unrequested bulk 
messages to a target device. Spam filters are the option to 
identify and stop these unwanted messages. Spammers can 
use 2D bar codes to flood the physical site of the IoT and 
mislead users to reach unsolicited and unrelated content over 
the Internet [31]. The digital signature system can be used to 
overcome this problem. Mass flooding, website referrals, and 
Redirection hiding technique are the spamming techniques 
used by spammers. 
Advanced persistent threats (APTs) is a type of attack in 
which an unauthorized user gets foothold through malware, 

physical malware infection or external exploitation to execute 
future continuous attacks for a long time period to achieve his 
malicious objective without being detected. There are many 
activities performed in this attack like network hacking, 
detection avoidance, determining the target area, collecting 
important information to gain access. This attack is basically 
targeted, goal-oriented, persistent and unnoticed in nature 
[32]. 
Ransomware is a type of malware that encrypts all data of 
your computer and sales the decryption keys to decrypt. The 
damage made by ransomware is irreversible and the 
decryption key is required for getting data back. The 
ransomware is a more serious threat for IoT because its action 
cannot be reset with our own and will have to pay for that. 

Data and Identity theft could be a more serious 
security-related problem in the IoT. Suppose that all 
information got by your smartwatches, fitness tracker, GPS 

location data, and social media is combined together and may 
be sufficient to reveal your identity. Thus, identity and data 
theft are one of the biggest threats to the IoT [33]. 
Smart home corresponds to a heterogeneous network 
structure having a variety of devices, applications, and 
technologies connected together. The globally available smart 
home ecosystem data may prone to a security vulnerability. 
This electronic data needs to be protected from external 
intrusions which may cause several security issues like denial 
of service attacks [34]. Home Intrusion could be launched 
through several attacks like DDoS attack, Device Hijacking, 
and phishing (PDoS). Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are 
highly required for the safety of electronic data of a smart 
home. Current security measures of connected vehicles in IoT 
are in the poor state today. Connected remote vehicles may 

face several security-related issues like vehicle sensor attack, 
wireless carjacking, GPS Jamming and spoofing, back door 
attacks, front door attack, hacking of remote vehicle control 
application. Figure 2 has shown some of the security threats in 
the IoT environment. Intercepting a communication channel 
with malicious intention between two systems without 
acknowledgement of sender and receiver is called the man in 
the middle attack. The man in the middle attack can be 
launched through several techniques like Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP), DNS spoofing, session hijacking, and 
sniffing. Once a communication channel is compromised, an 
attacker can hear all communication as well as can transmit 
false messages too. In the scenario of IoT, this attack can be 
more effective and saboteur. An interceptor can track your 
daily activities through compromised IoT devices like health 

monitoring system, smart cars, mobile devices, cameras, GPS 
navigation system and many others. Smart cars can be 
misguided; false health monitoring system data can be 
transferred to show emergency situation. A strong encryption 
mechanism like RSA, AES, and Blowfish can be used in IoT 
to get protected from this threat [35]. 
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) Skimming is the 
process of stealing the data or information through a chip 
reading device from RFID chips. Most of the new debit cards, 
credit cards and identity cards contain RFID chips inside 
them. These RFID chips use radio waves to read and capture 
the information from several feet away and this facility can be 
used to hack the RFID chips for malicious intentions. Hacked 
information can be used to create duplicate cards or chips and 
use them for illegal financial benefits. 

The unencrypted data travelling to cloud interface from IoT 
devices can be intercepted by attackers. Cloud computing 
introduces potential security-related risks to IoT devices 
connected with the cloud. Although cloud has many strong 
security implementations when IoT devices with insecure 
credentials, unencrypted data transmission, and weak 
authentication mechanism connect with the cloud computing, 
this type of insecure connection possesses many security 
vulnerabilities for IoT-Cloud collaboration. 
IoT devices with a mobile interface having weak or no 
security implementations are one of the biggest threats for the 
IoT.  
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Information can be hacked from the wearable, remote vehicle 
control system, remotely controlled home appliances, and 
other computing devices and sensors connected with an 

insecure mobile interface. An attacker can trace anyone‘s 
health-related information, identity, banking details easily 
through intercepting insecure mobile interface.   
Insecure software and firmware is an easy target for botnets or 
malware. IoT devises firmware falls under two categories: 
embedded and OS-based firmware. Non-encrypted 
communication to the firmware of IoT devices is vulnerable 
to external threats like botnets. Access to these devices‘ 
firmware must be password protected and regular updates 
must be performed for better security. The easiest targeted 
devices are with default passwords. Default passwords must 
be changed as soon as possible to save the device from botnets 
and malware. 
 

Table II: Popular Botnets with their attack techniques 
IoT Botnets Year Attack Technique 

Dark_nexus 2020 Hijacks IoT resources to carry out 
devastating DDoS attacks. 

Mozi 2019 Used to launch distributed 
denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, 
for data exfiltration, and for 
payload execution. 

Brickerbot 2017 Uses exploit code to gain access 
and rewrite the device's flash 
storage with random data. 

Hajime 2016 Targets devices via Telnet and 
gains access by brute-forcing 
default credentials. 

Linux/IRCTelnet 2016 Sends UDP and TCP floods in both 
Ipv4 and Ipv6 protocols. 

Mirai 2016 DDoS attacks, GRE floods and 
Water Torture attacks. 

Bashlite 2015 Infects Linux system to launch 

DDoS attacks. 

Wifatch 2014 Removes other malware and 
disables telnet access. 

Aidra 2012 Telnet-based attacks on IoT 
devices. 

 
IoT botnets are compromised independent internet-connected 
IoT devices like wearable, medical instruments, industrial 
systems infected with malware. These compromised devices 
and sensors are internet-enabled and able to transfer data 
automatically. Devices infection increases from one infected 
device to another without the knowledge of the device owner. 
Attackers can use these compromised devices as a botnet to 
launch DDoS attacks. Aidra, Bashlite, Linux/IRCTelnet, 
Hajime, Linux, Wifatch, Brickerbot and Mirai are some 
popular IoT botnets. IoT botnet is more destructive than 

traditional botnet and is the biggest threat for IoT network 
today [36]. Mirai is one of the biggest destructive botnets 
[37]. The first Mirai botnet attack (DDoS attack) was traced 
on 20 September 2016, against the website of journalist Brian 
Krebs at the 620Gbps.Over 24000 systems infected in this 
massive attack [38].  The Mozi botnet has been caught on 
September 2019 which relies on the distributed hash table 
(DHT) protocol to build a P2P network and uses ECDSA384 
and the XOR algorithm. Mozi botnet uses algorithm having 
instruction for DDos attack, collecting bot information, 
execute payload on specific web address, and execute custom 
commands. The algorithm used to build this bot has 
combination of three different kind algorithms i.e. Gafgyt, 
Mirai, and IoT Reaper belong to malware family. it uses P2P 

network and there is no single point so that this bot can be 
eliminated completely. 
Another botnet Dark-nexus is based on Mirai and Qbot and 

uses identical code pattern of both. Dark-nexus has same 
attacking technique as it launches DDoS attacks and hijacks 
the vulnerable IoT devices.it was built by a known botnet 
author for selling it online to launch DDoS attack for 
economical profit. 

 
Fig. 2. Security threats in IoT 

IV. SECURITY IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR IOT  

IoT security threats are the major cybersecurity challenges in 
current IT ecosystem. In previous sections, we have discussed 

major IoT communication technologies and threats. Table 3 
summarizes different IoT threats with their threat identity and 
security techniques used. A stronger security mechanism is 
needed to stop IoT devices from being compromised. Table 4 
summarizes different network types with the security 
mechanism used. It‘s quite complex to implement stronger 
security to IoT devices due to their low computational 
capability and low memory. 
Cryptography with secure encryption and decryption keys can 
be used to determine device identity and could make a hurdle 
between user data and threats. SSL certificates can play a vital 
role to facilitate the device identification and authentication 
process. Authentication process must be enforced before any 
software or firmware update to save IoT devices from being 
compromised as a botnet (Thingbot). There should be a 

periodic examination of the IoT network by an anti-malware 
utility to detect any malicious activity. Network devices like 
routers, printers, security cameras and other IoT devices 
having default passwords must be changed to a new one so 
that Mirai like botnets could not harm them. Spam filters can 
be used to stop the flood of spam. Spammers can flood the 
physical side of IoT devices to increase traffic for a specific 
page. As the problem of spamming explained in section 3, a 
possible solution to the spam problem is to digitally sign the 
2d barcode and embedding the digital signature in QR code.  
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Advance Persistent Threats includes persistent behavior of 
attackers as they have patient until getting their target 
complete. Solutions to mitigate APTs may include, secure the 

entry point of the network, be careful to the outgoing traffic, 
install new security patches, and aware of any unusual activity 
being occurred in the network traffic. 

 

Table III: IoT Threats and Their Security Technique 
Threat Type Threat 

Identity 

Year Security Technique 

Advance 
Percistance 
Threats 
(APTs) 

Monitors 
network activity 
and steal data 
with no 
damage. 

2006 Beware of Trojans, 
suspicious emails, and 
malicious port 
scanning; install 
patches to prevent 
previously known 
vulnerabilities. 

RFID 
Skimming 

Stealing 
information 
from RFID 

cards. 

2006 RFID blocking using 
RFID shield. Disable 
the RFID chip in your 

Credit Card. 

Man in the 
Middle 
Attack 

Intercepting and 
interrupting an 
interconnection 
between two 
separate 
network 
devices. 

2003 Analyze the response 
time in the web traffic, 
authentication, use 
SSL/TLS Certificates 
for websites, PKI 
technology, 
WEP/WPA 
Encryption, 

Botnet DDoS attack 2001 Authentication, 
Encrypted device 
identity 

Spam Sends bulk 
messages 

1994 Change passwords 
frequently, Web 
Application Firewall 
(WAF), DDoS 

mitigation system 

Ransomware Encrypts all 
data on the 
victim‘s 
computer. 

1989 Data Backup, use 
Crypto locker 
software, disable 
RDP, and be careful 
when an email has a 
file with ‗.exe‘ 
extension. 

 
Utilities like firewall, Intrusion Prevention System (IPS), 
Antivirus, botnet or command detection system and 
sandboxing should be used to ensure better security through 
these threats. 

 

Table IV: IoT network security mechanisms for different 

network types [39] 
Network Type Security Mechanism 

Zigbee Link Layer encryption using 128bit AES, EAP, 
TLS. 

BLE Secure pairing 

WiMAX Sends UDP and TCP floods in both Ipv4 and Ipv6 
protocols. 

Wi-Fi WEP, AES, TKIP, WPA, WPA2, and 802.1x. 

6LoWPAN Access control list, 802.15.4 link layer encryption. 

NFC Cryptographic methods and Hardware-based 
security (TDES, AES, RSA, ECC) 

RFID Cryptography such as Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES) 

LoRaWAN AES-128 encryption, end-to-end security provided 
using application and network keys 

The strongest possible way to save IoT from the man in the 
middle attack is a strong encryption system between IoT 
devices and communicating server of these devices. IoT 
devices communicate also with each other without the 
involvement of the server. So, encryption schemes should 
also be applied between IoT Devices because MITM attack is 
also possible between two communicating IoT devices. 
Another possible way to mitigate the MITM attack is by using 
an encrypted Virtual Private Network (VPN). This method 
ensures that everything comes in and goes out is encrypted 
and secured. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper the authors reviewed and compared various 

existing networking technologies. Each networking 
technology has their own features. Authors have discussed 
about some prominent networking technology like Zigbee, 
RFID, WiMAX, Bluetooth, NFC 6LoWPAN, Wi-Fi, and 
LoRaWAN. The research has counter measure their scope in 
terms of frequency, data rate and range. The research 
concluded that Wi-Max has the highest frequency, data rate 
and network range, although Wi-Fi has also high-quality data 
rate and LoRaWAN has the second highest network range. 
Further research has focused on authentication and access 
control protocols of IoT. Many researchers stated that identity 
of IoT devices must be secured and input-output traffic must 
be examined in real-time basis for any malicious activity. 
Devices must be protected from being compromised from 
malware. IoT devices need stronger security mechanisms for 

new emerging threats. Zigbee, LoWPAN, RFID, Bluetooth 
and other types of IoT networks are suffering from various 
types of threats like malwares, MITM attack, RFID 
skimming, APTs, and SPAM. Figure 3 represents the 
frequency comparison of different networking technologies, 
figure 4 provides approximate rate comparison of different  
networking technologies, and Figure 5 shows stream data rate  
comparison of different networking technologies. 
 

 
 

Fig.3. Frequency comparison of different networking 

technologies 
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Fig.4. Approximate range comparison of different 

networking technologies 

 

  

Fig.5. Stream data rate comparison of different 

networking technologies 

 
The IoT framework is susceptible to attacks at each layer; 

hence there are many security challenges and requirements 
that need to be addressed. The paper illustrates the continuous 
attack of botnets on IoT network hence it is a biggest threat 
that must be included in future research on IoT security. IoT 
security-related challenges are getting the attention of 
researchers and inspire them to discover stronger security 
technique to mitigate these threats. Most of the IoT devices 
have low hardware configuration that is why the 
implementation of a stronger security mechanism is not 
possible on them. This weakness makes them vulnerable to 
security threats and needs further research to overcome this 
problem. The Internet of things reveals vulnerabilities exist in 
it and the requirement of research work to secure the 
communication between IoT device. There are several threats 
present which can cause damages to the IoT devices security 
and the world of computing has no full-proof plan or security 

technology to trace or eliminate these threats completely. In 
the end of the paper authors have presented some security 
mechanism to protect the networking technology. 
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Abstract In recent advancements, different types of embedded IoT devices are

connected with the wired or wireless network and continuously access the internet

for communication. Cybercriminals are finding vulnerabilities on IoT devices and

compromise them to launch massive attacks (e.g. DDoS, Spamming, MITM, RFID

Skimming) to destroy the network. IoT devices having default authentication creden-

tials are an easy target. To avoid cybercriminals, we need a more sophisticated authen-

tication mechanism embedded with existing security measures. Digital signature has

become an integral part of IoT to restrict illegal users. The digital signature veri-

fication process is a time-consuming operation and not advisable in IoT however

we can minimize the time of verification through some optimization schemes. This

paper summarizes all the existing digital signature implementation aspects in IoT
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1 Introduction

Kevin Ashton introduced the term Internet of things (IoT) in 1982 to establish an

interface between human beings and virtually interconnected devices [1]. IoT is

a network of interconnected sensors and smart network devices having different

communication protocols and communication medium. IoT may include various

types of networks topologies having different types of communication technolo-

gies like Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax), Low Power

Wireless Personal Area Network (LoWPAN), Near Field Communication (NFC),

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), Wireless

Fidelity (Wi-Fi). It is assumed that IoT will grow up to 50 billion devices by 2020

that will further grow up to 125 billion devices by 2030 [2]. Various applications

like Smart Health monitoring, Smart Home appliances, Smart City and Smart Power

Grid have millions of devices and generate a massive volume of data. Sensors are

used to monitor various physical conditions like temperature, sound, pressure, light,

speed, etc. Fig. 2 shows the basic structure of IoT.

IoT devices use the internet for communication hence vulnerable to external

threats. Cybercriminals can attack the IoT device and use them as a bot. Further,

these devices can be used as botnets to destroy communication of a victim network.

Botnets are major threats for IoT. Botnets are nothing but compromised internet-

connected IoT devices. Attackers can use these compromised devices as a botnet to

launch DDoS attacks. Aidra, Bashlite, Linux/IRCTelnet, Hajime, Linux, Wifatch,

Brickerbot and Mirai are some popular IoT botnets. Hajime is one of the IoT botnets

who target IoT devices via Telnet and gains access by brute-forcing default creden-

tials. Although defaults credentials of devices like routers must be changed before

use, however, this could be ignored. These devices are an easy target for cybercrim-

inals. TLS, SSL and Digital Signature Certificate standards can be used for security

from such threats [3–6].

Digital signatures are gaining legal acceptance over the traditional hand-written

signatures. it works on public-key cryptography which is designed to protect the

genuineness of a digital document. Digital signature schemes have been proposed to

get overcome the security problems in authentication, confidentiality, and Integrity

related problems in IoT. Many digital signature schemes have been proposed earlier

like RSA, DSS, and Al-Gamal digital signature schemes. Using a digital signature

for a secure authentication process would certainly prevent the IoT devices to be

compromised easily. Figure 1 represents the base model of the digital signature

algorithm. The digital signature is proof that the coming message or command is

from an authentic source [7–11] (Fig. 2).

This paper has been divided into eight sections. Section 1 represents the basic

structure of the IoT and the requirement for the digital signature has been found for

security-related issues. Section 2 explains the related work done previously by the

researchers to implement digital signature algorithms like RSA, DSA, EdDSA, Short

Signatures (BLS) including their algorithms. Section 3 represents the latest digital

signature implementation with its technical introductions. Section 4 demonstrates the
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Fig. 1 Digital signature model

problem statement. Sections 5 and 6 represent the proposed solution and performance

analysis details respectively. Section 7 summarizes the findings of the paper, as well

as Sect. 8, which holds the conclusion about this survey paper.

2 Related Work

2.1 RSA Based Signature Scheme

The method which uses public-key cryptography, developed by Rivest, Shamir and

Adelman in 1977 is known as RSA. A digital signature scheme with public-key
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Internet

Smart Home

Electronic Devices

More than 2 billion IoT Devices

Fig. 2 Internet of things (IoT) basic structure

cryptography has been introduced in 1976 by Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman.

Sender’s private key is used to create an RSA digital signature. RSA based digital

signature scheme has two basic steps [12].

• Signature generation through the private key of the signer.
• Message verification through the corresponding public key.

A signature generated by the first step will always verify the second step. Old RSA

implementations are vulnerable to some attacks. Dan Boneh and others identified an

attack on RSA. This attack was based on doing faulty calculations. The private

key can be obtained from the faulty signatures by injecting random faults in RSA

calculation. For protection from the Fault Based Attacks, Mihir Bellare and Phillip

Rogaway suggested two provably secure scheme for RSA in 1996.

• The Optimal Asymmetric Encryption Padding (RSA-OAEP)
• The Probabilistic Signature Scheme (RSA-PSS)

Encryption and decryption functions are inverse of each other for RSA

public/private key triple (e, d, n).

Public key f (m) = me mod n

Private key g(m) = md mod n

Then,

f (g(m)) = m and g( f (m)) = m
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RSA-PSS is now able to handle Fault Based Attacks by encoding random values

in the signature. Those random values could not be extracted from the signatures.

Coron and Mandal have also proved that it is impossible to get the private key through

fault-based attacks [13].

2.2 Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)

A DSA digital signature is generated using some set of parameters like data that

requires to be signed, private key ‘x’, secret key ‘k’ per message, and hash function.

The same digital signature can be verified using the same domain parameters and

public key ‘y’, data to be verified and the same hash [14].

Components of Global Public-Key

• ‘P’- A prime number of n bits where n is a multiple of 64 and 512 ≤ n ≤ 1024
• ‘q’- A 160-bit prime factor of p–1
• ‘g’- = h(p–1)/q mod p, where h is any integer with 1 < h < p–1, such that (h(p–1)/q

mod p) > 1

Private Key

‘x’ is a random or pseudorandom integer with 0 < x < q.

Public Key

‘y’ = gx mod p

Secret Key

A random or pseudorandom integer with 0 < k < q.

Sign

r =
(

gk mod p
)

mod q

s =
[

k−1(H(M) = xr)
]

mod q

Signature = (r, s)

Verify

w =
(

s ′
)−1

mod q

u1 =
[

H
(

M ′
)

w
]

mod q

u2 =
(

r ′
)

w mod q

v =
[(

gu1 yu2
)

mod p
]

mod q

Test : v = r ′
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2.3 Elliptic Curve El-Gamal Digital Signature Scheme

Taher El-Gamal was the first mathematician who proposed a public-key cryptosystem

based on a discrete logarithm problem (DLP). ECDSA is a variant of RSA and DSA.

It offers the small key size as well as significant improvements in the generation and

verification timings with the small requirement of bandwidth, processing capability,

and storage space. This digital signature scheme has the same form as the public key

and private key.

Key Generation

• Entity T selects a random integer ka from the interval [1, n–1] as a private key.
• the public key is computed as T = ka G.
• The public key is stored on the public key server.

Signing Scheme

• Random integer k is selected from the interval [1, n–1].
• Computes R = kG = (xR, yR) where, r = xR MOD n, if r = 0 then go to step 1.
• Compute e = h(M), where h is a hash function {0, 1} *

→ Fn.
• Computes s = k−1(e + rkT ) mod n; if then go to step 1 (R, s) is the signature

message.

Verifying Scheme

• Verify that s is an integer in [1, n–1] and R = (xR, yR)∈ E(Fq).
• Compute V 1 = sR.
• Compute V 2 = h(M) G + rT, where r = xR

• Accept only if V 1 = V 2.

Elliptic curve ciphers require less computation power, communication bandwidth

memory and require a high level of mechanical abstraction for abstraction. Cryp-

tographic implementation in smaller chip sizes is highly required the ECDSA to

reduces the heating problem in chips and power consumption [15].

2.4 Edwards-Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA)

This signature scheme is a variant of Schnorr’s signature system with (possibly

twisted) Edwards curves which provides high performance on a variety of platforms.

EdDSA does not require the use of a unique random number for each signature. It

is more effective for side-channel attacks and hash function collisions do not break

this system hence it is collision resilience [16].
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Key Setup

• Compute H(k) = (h0, h1,… h2b-1).
• a = (h0,…, hb-1).
• b = (hb,…, h2b-1).
• Compute public key A = aB.

Signature Generation

• Compute ephemeral key r = H (b, M).
• Compute ephemeral public key R = rB.
• Compute h = H (R, A, M) and convert to integer.
• Compute S = (r + ha) mod l.
• Signature pair is (R, S).

Verification Stage

• Compute h = hash(R + A + M) mod q
• Compute P1 = s*G
• Compute P2 = R + h*A
• Check if P1 == P2

The signing and verification process of EdDSA is simpler, faster and more secure

than ECDSA. Unlike ECDSA the EdDSA signatures do not provide a way to recover

the signer’s public key from the signature and the message [17].

2.5 Short Signature Scheme

A short signature is about half the size of the DSA signature with the same level

of security and promisingly used in the low-bandwidth communication environ-

ment. RSA, DSA, and ECDSA provide relatively long signature which is undesirable

[19, 20]. The short signature scheme provides 160-bit signature length which is the

smallest among signature sizes produced by RSA, DSA, and ECDSA. BLS based

short signature scheme has been proposed by Boneh et al. in 2001 [18]. Bilinear

pairing ‘e’ and elliptic curve group elements as signatures are the components of

BLS signature [21].

Key Generation

Select a number x as your private key in the range [0, r-1]. The public key shared is

gx.

Sign

Given the private key x and some message m, the signature is given by

(H(m))x .
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Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of some widely used digital signatures [22]

Signature scheme Advantage Disadvantage Signing speed

RSA • Fearless key distribution

• Large networks have a

smaller number of keys

• Slow operation

• High computation cost

• Vulnerable to

multiplicative attacks

Slow

DSA • Short signature length

• Lower signature

computation time

• Less storage requirement

• Signature verification must

have complicated

remainder operators

Moderate

ECDSA • No application

performance issues
• Fast signing and verifying

process

• Support for national

information protection

standards

• A chance of error that

makes it possible to select

a private key value and

identical signatures for

different documents can be

obtained
• Requires a random number

per signature

Moderate

EdDSA • High speed

• High performance

• Independence of the

random number generator

• Can be hacked by large

quantum computers

Fast

BLS [23] • Short signatures

• Better performance

• Simplified computing

• No need for random

number

• Many signature blocks can

be combined into a single

signature

• Pairing is hard and not

efficient

• Security proof is hard

Fast

Verify

To verify that the signature is valid, we check that

e((H(m))x, g) = e(H(m), gx), given gx, g.

The major drawbacks of the short signature scheme (BLS) are pairing is hard as

well as inefficient and security proof generation is also harder than other algorithms

(Table 1).

3 Digital Signature Schemes in IoT

Digital signatures are getting used in e-commerce, banking, software systems, and

an effective technique to verify authenticity and non-repudiation of the message. All

these sectors have versatile computing devices connected through a network, need
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Table 2 Different digital signature schemes implemented in IoT for security

Digital signature scheme Year Proposed by Technique used

Shortened Complex Digital

Signature Scheme (SCDSA)

[24]

2018 Mughal, M. A., Luo,

X., Ullah, A., Ullah, S.,

& Mahmood, Z.

A lightweight Shortened

Complex Digital Signature

Algorithm (SCDSA) for

providing secure

communication between

smart devices in

human-centered IoT

Lamport Signature Scheme

[25]

2018 Abdullah, G. M.,

Mehmood, Q., & Khan,

C. B. A.

Lamport signature scheme,

which is quantum-resistant,

for authentication of data

transmission and its

feasibility in IoT devices.

Proxy Blind ECDS

Algorithm [26]

2018 Harini N, Kamakshi

Devisetti R N, Aruna D

Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(EEC) based on proxy blind

signing procedure

Cloud-Based Digital

Signature Application [27]

2018 Sahar A. El-Rahman,

DaniyahAldawsari,

OmaimahAlrashed,

Ghadeer Alsubaie

a digital signature mobile

applicationwhere it provides

a cloud-based digital

signature with high security

to sustain with the growth of

IoT.

Elliptic Curve Digital

Signature Algorithm [28]

2016 B. Sindhu, R. M.

Noorullah

Used the standards of the

Elliptic Curve digital

signature scheme.

a very strong authentication scheme to verify the identity proof and genuineness of

transmitted data. Many digital signature schemes have been proposed by researchers

to mitigate the security-related vulnerabilities in IoT.

In Table 2, we have illustrated some newest digital signatures with their tech-

nical summary. These digital signature techniques certainly deliver us new improved

algorithms that provide better security than earlier algorithms. Still, these digital

signature algorithms need to be verified for their hidden drawbacks to present an

improved and completely secure Internet of Things network. This improvement is

also necessary to make its users fearless about security-related risks in IoT.

4 Problem Statement

Secure communication is the key requirement between two communicating IoT

devices. The owner of the IoT network may need to upgrade the firmware of IoT

devices to deploy some security patches. It is to be ensured that data transmission is

to be done within a secure and authenticated environment.
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In many cases, cybercriminals may compromise the communicating device and

use them as a lot to launch future attacks to harm a specific target system. Patching

or executing a malicious program can lead to severe damages or losses if the device

is deployed in a critical environment such as smart power grids, nuclear facilities,

traffic management systems or flight management systems. So, this is highly required

to verify the authenticity of the receiver before transferring the confidential data or

installing the important patches.

There are several digital signature schemes such as DSA, ECDSA, EdDSA but

the problem with these cryptographic signatures they are very much insecure and

vulnerable to be broken by a quantum computer [10]. There should be a stronger,

complex and unbreakable algorithm for the digital signature scheme so that the

security of IoT devices can be ensured.

5 Proposed Solution

An existing digital signature system must not vulnerable to attackers. An attacker

can launch Fault Based Attacks and Bleichenbacher Attack in old RSA based digital

signature schemes to obtain the private key. RSA-PSS may be a solution to this

attack. It has been proven that the signature generated by RSA-PSS could not let the

attacker extract the private key. Performance-related issues can be minimized using

batch processing and multithreading approaches.

ECDSA has less impact over EdDSA and is a newer technology than EdDSA.

EdDSA provides high performance on platforms and does not need a random number

for each signature. It is enough strong against side-channel attacks. EdDSA provides

collision resilience, meaning that hash-function collisions do not break this system.

Table 1 presents that EdDSA is the best select digital signature scheme on various

factors like performance, complexity, and speed. EdDSA has minimum disadvan-

tages among DSA, RSA, ECDSA, BLS based short signature schemes. This digital

signature scheme is desirable in the IoT network for the protection of the authenticity

of messages. The only drawback of the EdDSA scheme found that it can be hacked

through large quantum computers.

6 Performance Analysis

DSS is considered to be stronger than El-Gamal since in this scheme the secret

number k is harder to obtain from r because of the reduction mod q. The verification

step in DSS is also faster than the corresponding step in El-Gamal, since there are

fewer modular exponentiations to perform, and this is an important practical consid-

eration. Performance analysis shows the RSA has the worst performance regarding

signature generation time (7.8 ms) and BLS has the worst performance in the signa-

ture verification phase (0.8.6 ms). The outcome of this paper can affect the selection
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Table 3 Digital Signature Schemes characteristics

Signature scheme Key size (bits) Signature size

(bytes)

Signature

generation time

(ms)

Signature

verification time

(ms)

RSA 1024 128 7.8 0.4

DSA 1024 384 3.5 4.5

ECDSA 160 64 3.1 8.2

EdDSA 256 512 0.08 0.16

BLS 100 20 2.2 8.6

Fig. 3 Digital signature generation time comparison

of the digital signature scheme of the sophisticated software network system seeking

security-related issues (Table 3).

Performance analysis has been done on various factors like key size, signature size,

signature generation time, and signature verification time. EdDSA has the minimum

signature generation time (0.08 ms) and signature verification time (0.16 ms) having

256 bits of key size and 512 bytes of signature size. Figure 3 demonstrates the chart

of signature generation time comparison and Fig. 4 displays the signature verification

time comparison for all five selected algorithms.

7 Conclusions

The meticulous survey of the different digital signature schemes reflects their advan-

tages in terms of performance, correctness, complexity, suitability in IoT platform

and stability against security threats found as a major challenge for IoT network.

Performance improvement is the key challenge in implementing digital signature in

IoT. This survey opens up the need for a detailed study of practical threats and related
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Fig. 4 Digital signature verification time comparison

analysis. This can help create a generic, concrete and usable authentication scheme

based on the digital signature.

8 Summary

Authors have analyzed different types of digital signature schemes like EdDSA, RSA

based digital signature, Lamport Signature Scheme, and Secure Proxy Blind ECDS.

The working technique, advantages, security strength with limitation and drawbacks

have been discussed briefly. A few problems of existing digital signature schemes

for securing the IoT network have been identified like performance, complexity, and

storage related. Authors find EdDSA has the top performance regarding the signature

generation and verification processes. EdDSA can be adopted for IoT as the optimized

digital signature scheme. RSA signature can be selected if the signature generation is

getting performed on the client-side. This will certainly affect the server performance

as the signature verification process takes minimal time among all five selected and

benchmarked digital signatures.
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